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Labour markets and unemployment 





Evolution of the unemployment rate in Europe 

5. Recent trends in unemployment 

Unemployment in the EU: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-13359367 



Unemployment 

 Unemployment arises when individuals seeking paid 
work do not find it 

 

 Formal definitions: 

 Unemployment rate = number of unemployed workers 
divided by the labour force 

 Labour force=individuals working + individuals actively 
looking for a job 

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-13359367 

 

 Associated with cyclical fluctuations  

 Higher unemployment in times of recessions 
(countercyclical) 

 

1. Introduction 
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Unemployment rate US 

Source: Mankiw, Macroeconomics, (2001) 
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Labor supply - Microfoundation 

 To consume goods and services, individuals need income 
 earned trough paid work 

 

 Consumption-leisure trade off 
 In order to consume goods, individuals must work, i.e. give 

up some of their free time 
 

 Which is the combination of leisure and consumption 
chosen?  

 Individuals maximize their utility, given their budget 
constraint (revise your micro notes!) 

 Individuals base their decision on the returns they get from 
working: the real wage w 
 

 

 

1. Labor supply 



What is the real wage? 

 Real wage: the ratio of the nominal wage workers receive 
and the price level: nominal wage/p 

 

 p: The price level is to be interpreted as an index of the 
cost of living  

 Measured by the CPI (Chapter 2) 
 

 Thus, in our world, given that workers focus on the real wage and not 
the nominal wage, workers do not suffer from monetary illusion: they 
understand that what matters is how much purchasing power their 
job offers them, not just how many euros, dollars, etc. their job pays  

 More on this in later chapters 

 
 

 

 

1. Labor supply 



From individual to aggregate labor supply 

 The effect of a change in w on individual labor supply is 
ambiguous 

 

 Substitution effect  more labor 
 If I can consume more for every hour I work, I give up more easily an 

extra hour of leisure, higher incentive to work 

 

 Income effect  less labor 
 For the same amount of work as before I get more consumption. If I 

reduce my work time, I will still earn as much as before. 

   

Which effect dominates? Empirically, this is a 
controversial and open question 

 

1. Labor supply 



2 Assumptions for aggregate labor supply 

1. Both consumption and leisure are normal goods  if 
income rises so will (the workers’ optimally chosen levels 
of) consumption and leisure 

 

2. Substitution effect dominates  labour supply is always 
upward sloping, thus if wage rises workers offer more 
labour 

 

1. Labor supply 



Upward sloping labour supply curve 

 If the wage increases, the amount of labor supplied rises 
too. 
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1. Labor supply 



Aggregate labor supply 

 Aggregate supply: measure in person-hours, i.e. total number 

of hours supplied by all workers in the economy during the 

same period 

 

 If w : even if working individuals may not increase their labor 

supply (strong income effect), some who had preferred not to 

work before may join the labor force 

 

 Hence, we expect the aggregate labor supply to be upward 

sloping 

1. Labor supply 



Average total hours and real wages 

1870 1913 1938 1973 1992 2000 2007 

Annual hours worked per person 

France  2945 2588 1848 2020 1695 1591 1559 

Germany 2941 2584 2316 1870 1566 1473 1432 

UK 2984 2624 2267 1919 1653 1653 1607 

USA 2964 2605 2062 1887 1786 1855 1785 

Sweden 2945 2588 2204 1642 1565 1685 1601 

Real Wage (index: 1870 = 100) 

France 100 205 335 1048 1565 1701 1884 

Germany 100 185 285 944 1226 1372 1408 

UK 100 157 256 439 689 774 919 

USA 100 189 325 596 697 807 931 

Sweden 100 270 521 1228 1639 2102 2545 

 Today, more people employed but fewer hours per person 

1. Labor supply 



Individual and aggregate labour supply 
 Increase in labor supply  shift to the right 

 Population growth, women entering the labor force … 
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1. Labor supply 



Labor demand 

 Firms maximize profits; they choose L so as to maximize: 

     

    Π=pF(L,K) – WL 

 

 First order condition w.r.t L: 

 

    pF(L)’=W F(L)’=W/p=w 

 

 Firms continue hiring workers until what the last worker 
they hired allows the firm to earn,  pF(L)’, is exactly equal 
to what they have to pay that worker: W (nominal wage) 

 

2. Labor demand 

nominal wage 



1
w

Wage costs 
 Firm pays real wage w1 

 Total wage costs increase with employment 
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2. Labor demand 



1
w

Labour demand 
 Highest profit : when MPL = real wage 

 To maximize profits: determine L1 so that MPL=w1 
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2. Labor demand 



1
w

Labour demand at lower wage 
 Find L2 so that MPL2=w2 
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2. Labor demand 



1
w

Connect dots for labour demand curve 
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2. Labor demand 



Labor demand shifts 

 When w changes, the demand for labor changes   

 Firms always employ that amount of L that leads to 
MPL=w 

  the demand for labor = the declining MPL curve 

 This labor demand curve is derived for a given 
productivity of labor 

 

What happens to the demand curve after a change in 
labor productivity (increase in technological progress, 
increase in capital stock…)? 

 If labor becomes more productive: upward shift 

 If labor becomes less productive: downward shift 

 

2. Labor demand 



Shift in labour demand 
 An increase in labour productivity (A increases) 
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2. Labor demand 



Equilibrium at the labor market 
 Maximum hours that can be supplied: 

 At the equilibrium wage w the market clears:  

 labor demand= labor supply  LD=LS  
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3. Equilibrium in the labor market 



Shift in demand 

 If demand or supply shift, the equilibrium wage and the equilibrium 
number of hours of work will change 

 Here increase in labour demand (MPL increases because of an increase in 
A or K) 
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3. Equilibrium in the labor market 



Unemployment 

How about unemployment? 

 

 In the demand-supply set up, there is no room for 
‘involuntary’ unemployment 

 Any unemployed labor is simply ‘leisure’, i.e. reflects the 
decision of individuals not to work 

 

4. Unemployment 



Voluntary unemployment 

 Voluntary unemployment 
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4.1. Volunarty versus involuntary unemployment 



Involuntary unemployment 

 Involuntary unemployment: individuals belonging to the 
labor force who seek for paid labor but cannot find it 

 

How can we explain involuntary unemployment (U) in our 
demand-supply model? 

 U is a ‘disequilibrium phenomenon’: nb of people offering 
work at the prevailing wage > work demanded by firms at 
the same wage 

 

U occurs in the standard demand-supply framework when 
the prevailing wage w is higher than the equilibrium wage 

 We call this also structural unemployment 

 

4.1. Volunarty versus involuntary unemployment 
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4.1. Volunarty versus involuntary unemployment 



Unemployment and wages 

Why does the wage level remain higher than the 
equilibrium value? 

 

 Wage rigidity: failure of the wage to adjust until 
equilibrium is reached 

responsible for structural unemployment. 

 

 Determinants of wage rigidity: 

 Collective bargaining by labor union 

 Wage regulation 

 ‘Efficiency wage’ 

4.2. Unemployment – Wage rigidity 



Collective bargaining: unions & unemployment 

 Very often wages are not negotiated by individuals and 
employers, but by labor unions and employers’ 
associations 

 Labor unions: associations of employees advocating the 
interests of worker along several dimensions (worker’s 
rights, working conditions, safety, wages) 

 
 

 

4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



Union preferences 

 From an economic point of view, a union has two primary 
objectives 

 Higher wages 

 More jobs  

 Unions have to trade-off 

 

Which combination of wage and unemployment to choose? 

 Preferences of a union over labor and wages can be 
represented by indifference curves 

 The union is willing to trade off employment for wage at a 
rate given by the marginal rate of substitution (slope of the 
indifference curve) 

4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



 
Unions' indifference curves 
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4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



Union maximization 

 The union tries to obtain the highest possible utility (the 
highest indifference curve) given its constraint. 

 Constraint of unions: Labor demand by firm 

 

 Equilibrium: point of tangency between labor demand 
and union indifference curve 

 

What happens if labor demand shifts? 

 If labor demand   new optimum (point of tangency) 
implies higher wage and higher employment 

 

 If labor demand   new optimum implies lower wage and 
lower employment 

 

 

4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



Collective labour supply curve 
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4.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



Labor market with unions 

 Note: equilibrium wage = point A (intersection between 
labor demand and household labor supply) 
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4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



Unions: insiders vs outsiders 

 If the collective labor supply is above the individual 
supply:  

 wage determined by collective negotiation > equilibrium 
wage  unemployment 

 

Why should a union negotiate a wage above the 
equilibrium value if this creates unemployment? 

 Individuals employed (insiders) dominate the union and 
therefore they prefer higher wages since they are not 
concerned by unemployment 

 Outsiders (i.e. unemployed) lose to the advantage of insiders 
(employed) 

 Outsiders not organized 

 

4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



The unemployment rate of France and US 
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4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



Unemployment and real wage in Europe 

Employment 

Real wage 

4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



Unemployment and real wage in the US 

4.2.1. Wage rigidity - Unions 



Wage Regulations 

 Wage regulation by the government is also an important 
source of wage rigidity 

 Minimum wage legislation 
Why do we have a minimum wage? 

 

 This matters only if the minimum wage is higher than the 
wage negotiated by collective negotiation which is in turn 
higher than the equilibrium wage 

 

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ct1Moeaa-W8 

4.2.2. Wage rigidity – Minimum wage 
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Unions plus minimum wage 

 Adding a minimum wage above union wage 
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4.2.2. Wage rigidity – Minimum wage 



Minimum wages and youth (2003) 

Source:   OECD 

Minimum wage  
as % of median  

wage 

% affected 
(at or near  
minimum) 

Youth minimum  
as % of adult  

level 
(relevant age) 

Non-employment  
ratio for youth  

age 15-24 
2005 (%) 

Unemployment  
rate for youth  
aged 15-24 
2005 (%) 

Belgium 47 4 slightly less 74.8 19.9 

Denmark 
Collective  

agreements 
6 40 (<18) 31.8 7.9 

France 61 11 

80(16); 90(17);  
30-75 for  
trainees 

79.9 22.8 

Germany 
Collective  

agreements 
- Industry  

agreements 
55.6 15.2 

Italy 
Collective  

agreements 
- Industry  

agreements 
74.8 24.0 

Netherlands 51 3 
34.5 (16); rising  
to 84 (22) 

38.9 9.6 

Spain 29 7 66 (<18) 71.1 19.7 

UK 44 - None 39.0 11.8 

USA 32 4 None 42.0 11.3 

4.2.2. Wage rigidity – Minimum wage 



Efficiency wages 

 Henry Ford and the 5$ wage 

 In 1914: Ford Motor company started paying $5 per working 
day instead of the usual $2 or $3. 

 

« The payment of five dollars a day for an eight hour day was 
one of the finest cost cutting moves we ever made » (Henry 
Ford) 

 

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=89-UiX3uv8U 

 Absenteeism dropped by 75% 

 Labor turnover decreased substantially 

 Disciplines and efforts of workers increased 

 

 

4.2.3. Wage rigidity – Efficiency wages 
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Efficiency wages 

 Employers themselves choose to pay high wages.  

Why? 
 

 Paying higher wages to increase productivity of workers 
and give them incentives to do a good job 

1. Higher wages  better nutrition and better health 
 Important in poor countries (India, many African countries) 

2. Reduce labor turn-over  lower cost of job training & hiring 

3. Self-selection of workers  Attracting the best workers 

4. Reduction of moral hazard  If the productivity of workers 
cannot be observed higher wages increase incentives to 
work (getting fired becomes costly) 

4.2.3. Wage rigidity – Efficiency wages 



Inflows and outflows of unemployment 

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 

© Oxford University Press, 2012. All rights reserved. 
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Inflows and outflows of unemployment 

 Unemployment is a dynamic phenomenon  

 Unemployment rates change from month to month 

 In recessions unemployment rate is higher than in periods of 
growth when unemployment is very low. 

 

 Individuals move in and out of unemployment 

 Employed individuals lose or quit jobs and become 
unemployed (layoffs/separations) 

 Unemployed individuals find new jobs 

 New individuals enter in the labor force 

 Other individuals retire and drop out of the labor force 

 

 

 

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 



Definition of unemployment rate 

 Changes in unemployment:  
 

ΔU=sL - fU 

 U: nb of unemployed 

 L: nb of workers with a job 

 s: separation rate, the fraction of the rate of workers losing 
their job over a given time period 

 f: job finding rate, the fraction of unemployed who find a job 
over a given time period 

 

 U increases when more people lose their job than people 
find a job.  

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 



Changes in unemployment rates 

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 

 Crisis: separation rate increased, job finding rate decreased 



Unemployment in equilibrium 

 In macroeconomics, we mainly care about the 
unemployment rate, u: 

u=U/Ls 

 

 Nb of unemployed over total labor force, Ls 

 

What is the equilibrium unemployment rate? 

 

 Definition: The equilibrium rate of unemployment is the 
rate of unemployment toward which the economy 
gravitates in the long run (steady state) 

 Also called natural rate of unemployment 

 

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 



Unemployment in equilibrium 

 In equilibrium, the unemployment rate is neither rising 
nor falling (we assume the labor force to be constant).  

 Equilibrium unemployment rate = when inflow and outflow 
out of unemployment are equal: fU=sL 

 

 Using L=(Ls-U), we can reformulate: 

f(U)=s(Ls – U)  f(U/Ls)=s(1 – U/Ls)  U/Ls=s/(s+f)  

 

un=s/s+f 
 

un: equilibrium, natural or steady-state unemployment 
rate  

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 



Equilibrium unemployment rate US 

Source:   Mankiw, Macroeconomics 

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 



Composition of the unemployment rate 

 Composition of un 

 

un=frictional unemployment + structural unemployment 

 

 Structural unemployment:  

 involuntary unemployment, due to wage rigidities. 

 Fundamental mismatch between the number of people who 
want to work and the number of jobs that are available at the 
going wage rate. LS > LD 

 

 Frictional unemployment: 

 natural consequence of job creation and job destruction. 
Exist always, even if LS = LD  and w at its equilibrium level 

 

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 



Frictional unemployment 

 The dynamics of labor force movements (labor turnover) 
inevitably imply frictional unemployment 

 When a worker quits a job it takes often time to find a new 
one 

 

Why do we see frictional unemployment? 

 Not all workers are identical: different preferences and 
abilities 

 Different jobs require different types of workers 

  The matching process between firms and individuals 
requires some time 

 Until the right match is achieved, individuals are 
unemployed 

 

 

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 



Frictional unemployment 

 The more efficient the matching process becomes, the 
lower the frictional unemployment 

 i.e. the faster unemployed individuals find new jobs or the 
lower the labor turnover 

 The frictional unemployment will be higher, the higher the 
separation rate and the lower the finding rate 

 

 Increase in frictional unemployment with increase in 
unemployment benefits 

 I take more time to find a new job because I get for a certain 
period of time a fraction of my previous wage 
 

 

5. Dynamic interpretation of unemployment 


